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Welcome to the Masters program at NYU’s Department of English! We hope you have a fantastic experience in the program. Graduate school can be a tough transition, especially getting used to the increased level of expectation and rigor, but the faculty and students in the English department are incredibly supportive of you and your academic goals. There are many opportunities for you to research, discuss, learn, and grow as long as you put yourself out there. As the GEO representatives for the MA program, we are here to listen to you, whatever your concern may be, and we are very interested in knowing what your needs are so that together we can make 244 Greene even better. Good luck with the coming semester!

A WELCOME FROM TANYA SCHMIDT AND PETER TASCA, GRADUATE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE MA STUDENTS

SOME ADVICE FROM CURRENT M.A. STUDENTS

1. Before you start your MA, think about your personal goals for yourself, as they may differ significantly from the goals of others in your program. That said, be sure to remain open-minded because your goals may change and you may gain things from this program that you never expected. Talk to professors whom you trust and remember that the more honest you are about how you’re feeling, the more professors can tailor their advice to your actual situation.

2. Go to every library resource session available—you’ll be thoroughly grateful once you’re in the midst of final papers!

3. Read the MA Handbook!
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We are very glad to welcome you to the NYU English Department, and to our graduate program. Please take the time to read this booklet carefully, as it will help you get the most out of your time with us. Should you have any questions, concerns, or problems you should not hesitate to seek advice.

Juliet Fleming
Professor Juliet Fleming is the Director of the Master’s program. She can help you plan the best route through the program, help find an appropriate advisor for your special project, and deal with any academic issues that arise. You should be sure to consult with her at least once during the course of your first semester.

Crystal Parikh
Professor Crystal Parikh is the Director of Graduate Studies, and she is also available to advise you on academic affairs.

Christopher Cannon
Professor Christopher Cannon, the Chair of our Department, is always pleased to hear from MA students.
For some of the best advice about classes, professors, and graduate life in general you should consult your fellow students.

As an MA student you are a member of the NYU Graduate English Organization. The GEO organizes social events, discussion groups and workshops, and is organizing an online discussion forum. Its website is http://nyugeo.wordpress.com/.

The English department has a newsletter, the Blotter, which contains departmental news and is available at https://wp.nyu.edu/the_blotter/

PLEASE READ THE REST OF THIS BOOKLET THROUGH AS IT WILL TELL YOU ALL KINDS OF THINGS YOU WILL WANT TO KNOW!
YOUR M.A. STUDIES
A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Most graduate courses carry four credits; so you should plan to take eight courses during your time with us. ‘Introduction to Advanced Literary Study for MA Students,’ which you must take in your first semester, carries only 3 credits: the missing single credit is made up by your special project. (This is usually completed in your final semester, and represents the culmination of your degree: you should plan to spend at least as much time on it as you would spend on a regular course, but it carries only one credit point.) We offer some summer classes, and since you can graduate in May, September or December you have a great deal of flexibility to plan your own schedule – just be sure you know and have met our distribution and other requirements – please see the next page.

As you sign up for classes you should bear in mind that our distribution requirements mandate that you take at least one class in each of the following 3 time periods: pre-1700; pre-1850, and post 1850. The same classes are not offered every year, so you should take them as soon as you can: an early start on meeting these requirements has the added benefit that MANY students find their interest awakened in areas that they had not previously considered for future work.

If you are working on your degree full-time, and planning to take two years to graduation, your pattern of work might look something like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fall Semester I</th>
<th>Spring Semester I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Advanced Literary Study for MA Students, and two other graduate classes</td>
<td>Three graduate classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fall Semester II</th>
<th>Spring Semester II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One or two graduate classes and the beginning of work towards your special project</td>
<td>One or two graduate classes and the completion of your special project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you chose to complete your degree in 18 months it might go like this:

**Fall Semester I**  
Introduction to Advanced Literary Study for MA Students, and two other graduate classes

**Spring Semester I**  
Three graduate classes

**Summer Semester**  
One or two graduate classes

**Fall Semester II**  
One or two graduate classes and the completion of your special project.

If you wanted to finish in a calendar year it is (just!) possible:

**Fall Semester I**  
Introduction to Advanced Literary Study for MA Students, and two other graduate classes

**Spring Semester I**  
Three graduate classes

**Summer Semester**  
Two graduate classes and your special project.
REGISTRATION

Registration for the Fall semester begins in mid-April; for the Spring and Summer semesters it begins in mid-November. Registration and course information is sent out via email. Course information, descriptions and syllabi are available on the English department website a few weeks before registration opens. Many of our classes fill quickly: it is always a good idea to plan and register early. Some of our 3000 level classes are listed as being for PhD students only, and these students have priority: if you have a particular interest in taking such a class and find there is no room for you may ask the professor concerned to make an exception, or consult the Director of the MA program who will approach them for you.

As they advance through the program students are encouraged to consult with the Director of the MA Program to choose their classes, but this is not necessary. You may register yourself online using Albert (albert.nyu.edu). You may also drop/add classes through the first weeks of classes using the drop/add menu on Albert.

CONTINUOUS ENROLLMENT

All students must maintain continuous enrollment until their degree is conferred. This can be done either through coursework or by registering for maintenance of matriculation – Lissette can always make this work for you.
A CHECKLIST OF DATES
2015-2016

Fall Semester 2015
Registration begins ................................................... Monday, April 20, 2015
First day of classes ................................................. Wednesday, September 2, 2015
Drop/add period ends ........................................... Tuesday, September 15, 2015
MA Special Projects due .............................. Wednesday, December 9, 2015
Finals grades are due ................................. Wednesday, December 23, 2015
Last day of classes .......................................... Tuesday, December 15, 2015

Spring Semester 2016
First day of classes ................................................. Monday, January 26, 2016
Last day of classes ....................................................... Monday, May 9, 2016
MA Special Projects due .............................................. Tuesday, May 3, 2016
Finals grades are due .................................................. Tuesday, May 17, 2016
Commencement .............................. Wednesday, May 18, 2016 (tentative date)

Summer Semester 2016
First day of classes .......... Summer Session I ...... Monday, May 23, 2016
............................................... Summer Session II .... Tuesday, July 5, 2016
Last day of classes .......... Summer Session I .... Wednesday, July 6, 2016
................................................ Summer Session II .... Tuesday, August 16, 2016
MA Special Projects due ........................................ Friday, August 5, 2016
Final grades are due ............................................. Friday, August 19, 2016
M.A. REQUIREMENTS

1. Completion of 32 credits. Twenty-four of these 32 credits must be earned through course work within the department, but the other eight credits (the equivalent of two graduate courses) may be taken in other relevant departments. Registration for courses that originate outside the department and are not cross-listed with English must be approved by the Director of the Master's program.

2. A mandatory three-credit seminar, “Introduction to Advanced Literary Study for MA Students,” to be taken in the first term of matriculation.

3. One four-credit literature course focused in each of the following historical periods: Medieval and Early Modern (roughly, literature before 1700); Enlightenment and Romantic (roughly, literature between 1700 and 1850); Post-Romantic through Contemporary (roughly, literature from 1850 to the present).

4. Proficiency in a language other than English. This requirement may be satisfied EITHER by the achievement of a grade of B or better in the fourth term of a college language course completed not more than two years prior to matriculation for the MA degree; OR by success in a GSAS Foreign Language Proficiency examination at the appropriate level. Foreign Language Proficiency exams are given by the Graduate School once each Spring, Summer, and Fall semesters; check with Lisette Florez for registration deadlines. International students whose native language is not English should consult the Director of the MA program for instructions on how to proceed.

5. Submission of a Special Project totaling about 9,000 words (approximately 35 pages), written under the supervision of a department faculty member, within the context of a required one-credit Guided Research course.

6. Completion of all MA program requirements within five years from matriculation.
To qualify for the degree, a student must have a GPA of at least 3.0, must complete a minimum of 24 points with a grade of B or better, and may offer no more than 8 points with a grade of C. A student may take no more than 36 points toward the degree.

A NOTE ON DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

Students are required to take one four-credit literature course focused in each of the following historical periods: Medieval and Early Modern (roughly, literature before 1700); Enlightenment and Romantic (roughly, literature between 1700 and 1850); Post-Romantic through Contemporary (roughly, literature from 1850 to the present). These classes do not have to be taken in the English department, but they do have to have their primary focus and reading in literature of the required period. (You could, for example, take a Dante class in the Italian department, or a class on Mallarmé in the French department, to meet your Medieval and early Modern, or your Post-Romantic requirements respectively.) We take these requirements seriously: if you are in doubt as to whether a class meet a certain period requirement please consult the Director of the Masters program.
COURSES IN
OTHER DEPARTMENTS

You may take 8 of your 32 credit points, or two classes, in other departments at NYU. If you are tailoring your studies towards a particular period or issue you might, for example, think of taking classes in history, art history, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Irish Studies, Near Eastern Studies. Note that many of the classes in the foreign languages departments are taught in English.

TRANSFER CREDIT

M.A. students may transfer up to 8 credits from a previous institution. If you would like to do so please make an appointment to see the Director of the Masters program. Credits are transferred point for point.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

Foreign Language Proficiency can be obtained either through:

1. Previous coursework (four semesters of college-level foreign-language study)
2. Success in the foreign language proficiency exam administered by the Office of Student Affairs
3. Passing an intermediate level foreign language course during the period of matriculation

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

To request a leave of absence, please make an appointment to see the Director of the Mater’s Program.
THE SPECIAL PROJECT

IN BRIEF

The Special Project constitutes the capstone to student's academic work in the English MA program, and it should accordingly represent the degree candidate's strongest scholarly and critical effort to date.

1. It must be written under the supervision of a faculty member within the context of a required one-credit Guided Research course, to be taken in an appropriate semester during the student's period of matriculation. The request form for this course may be found on our departmental website: http://english.fas.nyu.edu/docs/IO/14917/GuidedResearchRequestForm.pdf. In addition, students should also enroll in the thesis-writing workshop offered in the semester in which they are writing up their work. This workshop meets approximately every two weeks, usually in the evenings; it carries no credit, but attendance is mandatory.

2. It should consist of an essay totaling about 9,000 words (i.e., 30 to 35 pages).

3. The thesis will be marked by two examiners, your advisor and another faculty member. It must be of at least B quality to be acceptable for the degree. For the guidelines used by examiners in assessing these projects read on!

4. It should be submitted in two copies. One copy – which must have a special title page prepared according to the format set out below – will be deposited permanently with the student’s records in the department office; the other will be returned to you.
Theses must conform to the following guidelines:

1. The cover page must include the thesis title, your name, and your student ID number; your advisor’s name and a space for her or his approval signature; the month and year the degree will be conferred (not the month in which the thesis is submitted); and the statement: “A thesis in the Master's Program in English in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts at New York University”.

2. All sources for quotations and paraphrases must be documented. You may use any of the standard citation styles (MLA, Chicago, social science, etc.), subject to your advisor’s approval, provided you consistently follow a single style throughout the thesis.

3. The thesis should be printed or typewritten on standard paper, and double-spaced.

4. We prefer unbound theses -- a simple binder clip is sufficient. If you decide to bind your thesis, please make sure that your original, signed cover page is unbound.

Here is some advice from three former students about writing a thesis:

Do your homework before you put even a single word to page. Research every possible facet of your subject, and follow every loose thread, no matter how tangential it may initially appear. If this leads you far afield, that’s good; my initial proposal concerned not Gravity’s Rainbow, but detective fiction tropes in V. and The Crying of Lot 49. Find the established scholarly line on your subject, and don’t be afraid to challenge it. And when it comes time to write, just write. Throw words across the page if you’re ever stuck – they could very well take you where you need to go.
The biggest difficulty I encountered in writing my thesis was wading through the vast amount of scholarship on Virginia Woolf. For weeks, I read avidly; and for weeks, my page count remained low. If I could impart a single piece of advice, it would be: quit reading and start writing! The “hunting and gathering phase” (as my adviser called it) of reading and research is vital, of course. But ultimately it is the writing process—and the writing process only—that will make ideas clear and truer interests evident. When in doubt, write your way through, as tough as it may be.

Find a Call For Papers that interests you and submit an abstract. If you do get the chance to attend a conference, the paper topics are likely to be so diverse that you are bound to find something that sparks your interest. It will also give you a good sense of the state of the conversation in your area.

---

**M.A. SPECIAL PROJECT**

**GUIDELINES FOR STUDENTS (AND THEIR SUPERVISORS)**

Your thesis is undertaken within the context of a required Guided Research course, Eng. GA 3900, for which you will be registered during an appropriate semester of your program. It may be begun at any time during the MA program but is expected to represent a culmination of your experience here. If you are aiming to complete the program in two years, and are hoping to continue your studies in a Ph.D. program, a good time to undertake writing up of the special project is the Fall semester of your second year, since it will focus your mind on future specialization and, if at least some of the writing is finished early enough, will be available for you to use part of it as a writing sample for your Ph.D. applications. (These applications are usually due at the beginning of December, so you might want to identify a topic and supervisor at the end of your first year, so that you can start reading towards the project over the summer.) We try to offer a thesis writing workshop each semester in which there is demand: this workshop meets approximately every two weeks, usually in the evenings; it carries no credit, but attendance is mandatory. It aim is to help students keep to an effective writing schedule, and to experience the benefits of exchanging and discussing writing drafts with each other.
You should also expect to receive close supervision from a faculty advisor, who will meet with you several times to help in the planning and research of the thesis. Each project is different, and your supervision needs are hard to predict, but your supervisor might be expected to help you in the early stages with the identification of a focused topic, the development of a bibliography, and the writing up of a prospectus or abstract; and he or she should then read and comment on at least one draft of your writing. The project should total about 9,000 words (i.e., 30 to 35 pages). It may be a revision of a paper written for an earlier class, or an entirely new undertaking, but it should be a piece of independent research on a topic with potential to advance scholarship in the field, and it should be of a nature that allows you to demonstrate mastery of the protocols of critical, scholarly, or theoretical writing. Special projects that do not fit the rubric of a traditional thesis may also be approved at the discretion of the Director of the MA program.

Identifying a supervisor and a topic will be easier for some students than for others. By the end of your first year you may know what you want to work on, and with whom. If so, you may approach the professor concerned to discuss your ideas and the possibility of working with them; if you prefer you can ask the Director of the MA program to approach them for you. Professors in the English department expect to be working with one or possibly two students each year on their MA theses: if they have no room to take you on they may be able to suggest an alternative supervisor. If you are unsure of the viability of your topic, or do not know who to work with on it, you should consult the Director of the MA program, who will be able to advise you.

The department has developed the following guidelines for examiners of the thesis: although all criteria might not be appropriate to every project they will give you an idea of the scholarly skills of which we usually expect to see evidence.
Please assess the M.A. thesis by ranking each category below on a descending scale of 1 to 5 (with "1" denoting "excellent").

PART ONE: RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY VALUE

____ Evidence of graduate-level engagement with theoretical, historical, and critical texts and contexts

____ Evidence of genuine contribution to the field of literary study

____ Evidence of a rigorous bibliography

PART TWO: ORGANIZATION AND ARGUMENT

____ Facility establishing effective boundaries of a research topic

____ Formulates clear statement and logical development of argument

____ Supports and develops claims

____ Facility backing up claims

____ Facility summarizing, paraphrasing, and citing sources

____ Demonstrates careful interpretation and explication of primary texts

____ Develops broader conclusions and implications of argument

PART THREE: LANGUAGE

____ Appropriate use of critical terminology

____ Employs a scholarly voice

____ Well-written, grammatically correct prose

Please add additional comments below or on reverse.
Students may officially graduate in September, January or May. The commencement ceremony for all schools is held in May. You must apply for graduation via Torchtone (212-995-4747) or through the Registration office at 25 West 4th Street. Please check the academic Calendar for graduation application deadlines.

Students will receive an official check sheet one month prior to graduation from the office of Graduation Services. If you have any questions once you receive the check sheet, please see Lissette, or consult the Director of the MA Program.

---

**TRAVEL GRANTS**

GSAS awards travel grants of up to $500 to defray the cost of travel to conferences: application details may be found at http://gsas.nyu.edu/page/grad.travelgrant.

The department has established its own fund to support graduate student travel for conferences, research, and other opportunities for professional development. MA and Ph.D. students currently enrolled in the Department are eligible to apply after they have exhausted other sources of travel support available from the Graduate School. MA students are entitled to make one request to the fund during the course of their enrollment in the program; additional requests will be considered as a secondary priority. *(Continued on next page)*
Applicants for conference support should submit documentation of accepted papers or other forms of active participation, budget of travel expenses, and endorsement by a faculty advisor, confirming student’s progress towards the degree. Applicants for research support should submit a detailed research plan, identifying materials/collections and explaining their importance to the MA thesis project, budget of travel expenses, and endorsement of application by faculty adviser. Funds will be paid through partial or full reimbursement of receipts for travel expenses. Applications are due December 1 and April 1 of each academic year. Applications and supporting letters should be submitted to Lissette Florez in the Graduate Program Office.

LANGUAGE AND OTHER SKILL GRANTS

Limited funds are available to help MA students take language or special skills courses (for example, a summer course in intensive Latin) to help them prepare for PhD or job applications. Please contact the Director of the MA Program if you would like to pursue such an option.

PRIZES

The Wickham Moore Scholarship Prize is awarded to the student with the highest GPA in English classes at the end of the first year of coursework. The award is currently $5,000 and is used to offset tuition: recipients of this award are known as the Wickham Moore Scholars. In the event of several students achieving the same GPA the award may be decided on the submission of the single best essays written during the year. The Millicent Bell Thesis prize is our departmental prize for the best thesis submitted each year; its value is currently $500.
MAILBOXES, LOCKERS, AND EMAIL

Most communication in the English Department is done through email. Please make sure to update your email with Lissette.

All students have a mailbox in the department on the second floor of 244 Greene St. Notices, events, and calendars are usually distributed to your mailbox. Faculty may also use mailboxes to return graded papers.

Lockers can be rented in the library by the semester, and these are perhaps the most convenient for you. We also have some lockers in the department, available to students on a first-come first served basis: if you think you would like to use one please contact the Director of the Master’s Program.

COFFEE!

There is a coffee bar on the ground floor of Greene St., which is free to graduate students. You are encouraged to use the space around the bar for study and recreation whenever it is not otherwise occupied.

ROOM 805

After 3pm room 805 is available for graduate student study: it is near the kitchen on the eighth floor and is a nice place to work: students may also use it at any other time when it is free, although meetings are often held there before 3pm.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY AND PLAGIARISM

Plagiarism occurs when the student presents the words, ideas or research of others as his or her own work. Even if you cite the source from which you have taken material at some point, both word-for-word copying without quotation marks and the reproduction of whole sequences of ideas or sources without clear and immediate attribution are considered to be plagiarism. The submission of assignments purchased or otherwise derived from another person or a company is expressly forbidden. Be particularly careful in using Internet sources.

Please note that the submission of the same written work, in whole or in part, for two or more classes without the express permission of all the instructors involved is also a violation of Academic Integrity. Consult with your course instructors and the Director of the MA Program in advance if you wish to submit the same work for more than one class or requirement. A verbal understanding is sufficient.

Students in our graduate programs are expected to maintain the highest level of Academic Integrity. Any instance of plagiarism will result in the student’s receiving a failing grade for the course or, where relevant, Special Project. The student will be subject to further sanction — including dismissal from the university — at the discretion of the Department Chair and the Vice Dean of GSAS.